DR. AND MRS. ROBERT E. CAMPBELL AWARD

Criteria:

- Resident and fellow trainees only are eligible for this award.
- Manuscripts that were published in Contemporary Diagnostic Radiology (CDR) between July 1st to June 30th the following year will be considered for this award with the first author either a resident or fellow trainee.

Selection:

- The co-editors will select 2 to 4 published articles from the year prior for award consideration.
- The nominated articles will be reviewed by the section editors of the CDR editorial board.
- The section editors will rate each nominated article using a 10-point scale (1-lowest score to 10-highest score) rating the article based on the following standards:
  - Readership feedback as to educational value of each nominated article
  - Number of CME tests taken of each nominated article
  - Personal assessment as to the quality of the educational article as well as its relevance and importance to the radiology field
- The co-editors will tally the sum scores from the 15 section editors for each article; the article with the highest total score will be named the award winner. The award winner will be announced in August every year.

This award honors the contributions and legacy of Dr. Robert E. Campbell and his wife Nancy, to the field of education in radiology. Dr. Robert E. Campbell served as Editor for CDR from 1981-2020. He was the chair of the Department of Radiology at Pennsylvania Hospital from 1986 to 2005 and served as clinical professor of radiology at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. He led many professional organizations, most notably as president of the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) in 1989, and received numerous awards and honors for his contributions to the field. Dr. Campbell was a prolific author of medical articles and presented many scientific papers in the United States and throughout the world. Education of young physicians was something he felt was so important and he loved teaching. Both Dr. Campbell and his wife, Nancy, were dedicated to the mission of CDR. Mrs. Campbell did all the administrative work in the CDR editorial office, corresponding with authors and sending finished manuscripts to the managing editor of CDR. The Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Campbell Award celebrates their lifelong commitment to personal and professional excellence by recognizing and rewarding these virtues in future educators in radiology.